WHY VAIONI WHOLESALe CLEAR VOICe?

Vaioni Wholesale Clear Voice is the only carrier-grade cloud-based telephony system that offers a plethora of rich unified communication features as standard that is tightly integrated with best of breed analytics.
WHAT IS VAIONI WHOLESALE CLEAR VOICE?

ClearVoice is a carrier-grade Unified Communications service which enables organisations to communicate, collaborate and remain productive from wherever they are, using any device. It brings together the best of data and insights through a single pane of glass, offering easy access to hosted voice, call recording, contact centre and compliance functionality through this simple interface.

What’s more, ClearVoice provides mobile PBX capabilities which integrate with the hosted voice functionality to increase adoption and ensure usability – all with the same call recording and MiFID II compliance.

Industry leading Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and enterprise-grade infrastructure provide the peace of mind that business critical systems are safe in the cloud.

ClearVoice provides opportunities to reduce cost and embrace the cloud as a feature-rich, powerful, UC tool that can be used across desktops, laptops and mobile devices.
CENTRALISED PORTAL
Single portal for UC provisioning includes Contact Centre, PBX Extensions, Call Recordings and Compliance Functionality.

PORTAL DASHBOARD
Sophisticated Analytics and Reports.

HOSTED PBX
A complete, collaborative online UC solution that delivers a smooth, seamless and consistent experience across devices.

CONTACT CENTRE
Unlimited IVRs, Hunt Groups and Wallboards.

CALL AND TEXT RECORDING
Unlimited calls and texts captured, stored and ordered chronologically.

TRUE COMPLIANCE
Full MiFID II and PCI compliance.

FRAUD MANAGEMENT
Real-time platform enabling call alerting & fraud reduction.

MOBILE PBX
SIMs become extensions with full PBX capabilities including MiFID II.

CALLING BUNDLES
A single monthly fixed fee for standard UK local, national calls and inclusive mobile minutes.

REQUEST YOUR FREE DEMO TODAY!
WHO IS VAIONI WHOLESALE?

Vaioni Wholesale is a multi-award-winning network operator, delivering mission critical digital transformation solutions. We build smart and disruptive connectivity, security and voice solutions for SME, Mid-Market and Technology Partners around the world.

Headquartered in MediaCity, Manchester, Vaioni Wholesale owns and operates V.E.N., a carrier grade, National Ethernet Network, connecting over 250,000 postcodes across the UK. We also integrate with all the major UK Ethernet providers including BT, Virgin Media Business and TalkTalk Business, owning one of the biggest and most powerful Ethernet Platforms in the country. With an extensive London and Manchester based Core Network, we offer over 95% Ethernet coverage across the UK, and the ability to deliver internet solutions in over 150 countries globally.

Recognised as a Top 100 Fastest Growing Tech Firms in the North, we have experienced strong year on year growth, with the business now supporting more than 2500 services across 800+ customers including the likes of Manchester Airport, BBC, Russell Hobbs, Mercedes-Benz and a host of other market leading businesses.